
St. Patrick's Day Coasters: A Plastic Canvas
Pattern to Celebrate the Luck o' the Irish
St. Patrick's Day is a time to celebrate all things Irish, from the traditional
music and dancing to the delicious food and drink. And what better way to
add a touch of Irish charm to your home than with these festive coasters?

These coasters are made from plastic canvas, which is a sturdy and
durable material that is perfect for crafting. The pattern is easy to follow,
and even beginners can create a set of coasters that they'll be proud to
display.

The coasters are designed with a shamrock motif, which is a symbol of
Ireland and good luck. The shamrocks are made in three different colors -
green, white, and gold - to represent the colors of the Irish flag.
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These coasters are the perfect way to add a touch of St. Patrick's Day
cheer to your home. They're also a great gift for friends and family who love
to celebrate the holiday.
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Materials

7-count clear plastic canvas

Green yarn

White yarn

Gold yarn

Tapestry needle

Scissors

Instructions

Shamrock (make 3)

1. Cut a 9x9 square of plastic canvas.

2. Starting in the center, single crochet around the edge of the square,
working 1 sc in each hole. Join with a sl st to the first sc.

3. Change to white yarn.

4. Work 2 rows of sc around, working 1 sc in each sc. Join with a sl st to
the first sc.

5. Change to gold yarn.

6. Work 1 row of sc around, working 1 sc in each sc. Join with a sl st to
the first sc.

7. Cut a 3-inch length of yarn.

8. Thread the yarn through the center hole of the shamrock.

9. Tie the yarn into a knot to create a loop.



Coaster

1. Cut a 4x4 square of plastic canvas.

2. Starting in the center, single crochet around the edge of the square,
working 1 sc in each hole. Join with a sl st to the first sc.

3. Change to green yarn.

4. Work 2 rows of sc around, working 1 sc in each sc. Join with a sl st to
the first sc.

5. Change to white yarn.

6. Work 1 row of sc around, working 1 sc in each sc. Join with a sl st to
the first sc.

7. Change to gold yarn.

8. Work 1 row of sc around, working 1 sc in each sc. Join with a sl st to
the first sc.

9. Attach a shamrock to the center of the coaster by sewing the loop of
yarn through the center of the coaster.

Tips

To make the coasters more durable, you can glue a piece of felt or
fabric to the back.

You can also use different colors of yarn to create your own custom
coasters.

These coasters are also great for using up leftover yarn.



These St. Patrick's Day coasters are a fun and easy way to add a touch of
Irish charm to your home. They're also a great way to use up leftover yarn
and make a unique gift. So grab your plastic canvas and yarn and get
started today!
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Death's Second Chance: The Unbelievable
Story of Cris Yeager
On July 29, 2008, Cris Yeager was pronounced dead. But just minutes
later, he was revived by paramedics. He had spent more than 20 minutes
without a pulse...
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From Ralphie Kids to Adolescents: The
Journey to Manhood
The transition from childhood to adolescence is a transformative period in
a boy's life. It is a time of rapid physical, emotional, and mental changes
that...
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